Hello LSLPC Members,

The initial chemical treatment was done on the main lake body on June 15 (Wednesday), however, the
applicator Clarke, determined that the conditions were too risky heat wise to do the North Shores canal
area that day. The concern was for a possible fish kill due to significant oxygen reduction in a confined
space and with very high heat to additionally stress the fish.

Therefore, weather permitting, the North Shores canal area will be treated tomorrow morning Monday, June 20. The restrictions for the CANAL AREA ONLY are the same as last Wednesday. There
should be no swimming, no boat traffic, no fishing on Monday. Keep all pets away from the water on
Monday. Residents using canal water for irritation should not use the water for 3 days for normal
irrigation and 5 days for vegetable garden watering. There is currently no weather alternate day - that
alternate will be determined if they do not make the treatment tomorrow.

The CANAL ONLY will be posted with the legally required yellow signs if the treatment is completed.

Please communicate with your neighbors that the North Shore canal is off limits on Monday but that the
rest of the lake is available for full use.

Finally, as a reminder, the chemical treatment results are not normally seen for at least 10 days and
sometimes up to 21 days. Therefore, full results from June 15 are not likely until at least the end of the
month.

Sometime in the future, likely in the next two weeks, there will be an official survey of the weed
conditions. This survey will be done by Keiser Associates, a sub-contractor for Dr. Pullman. We will
publish some input from the first summer survey at sometime after the survey. From that data, Dr.
Pullman will make any further recommendations for additional treatments later this summer. Please let
me know if you have any questions.

Regards,

John

